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INTERNAL TEXT ORGANIZATION AS AN OVERALL SCHEMATA

FOR READING RESEARCH ARTICLES IN PSYCHOLOGY

Laura S. Miccoli

- UFMG -

English, as the language of seience, is the médium through

which scientists from all over the world present thcir research

results, in the form of published papers. Therefore, the

reading of Englishwritten journals is an essential need for

those non-native speakers of English who need to bc up to date

with research findings for either educational or profcssional

purposes. However, it has been evidenced that non-native

speakers of English, although understanding all the words of

a sentencc, still have problems understanding the total meaning

of discourse (Selinkcr et ai 1976). In order to fácilitate the

reading process for these non-native speakers, a number of

analyses on the discourse strueture of the English for Science

and Technology (EST) have been done (Jordan 1980; Selinkcr et

ai 1976, 1978; Woods I98l). These analyses have been mostly

directed to the analysis of University Introductory Tcxtbooks,

and consequently, have left the analysis of the discourse

strueture of journal articles barely touched. The literature

which describes the analysis of journal articles focusos on tho

description of their organizationaI strueture (Ewor 1976, llateh

et ai 1982).

for a meaningful understanding of sentoncos and their

further interpretation, the reader needs information on how the

linguistic unit, i. o., tho purely structural aspect of language,

relates to tho extra-Iinguistic world. Thorefore, the analysis

of tho discutirão, which will uccount for tho organization of
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research articles and provi de readers with background

information of their internai strueture (Schemata), is esscntial

for diminishing the gap between the writer and the reader.

Providing the reader with this background knowledge

(schemata) will facilitate the reading process for non-native

speakers of English since the knowledge of the research articie

organization will develop their reading strategies, and

therefore, will facilitate their task of predicting what is

coming next in the text.

It was both the difficulty which non-native speakers

experience in understanding the total meaning of written

discourse and the lack of a more detailed analysis of tho

internai text organization of research articles which motivatcd

the study which will bc presented henceforth. Journal articles

roporting experiments in Psyehology were selected for such

analysis. The choice of Psyehology journal articles resided on

the availability of an informant with whom to check the

results of the analysis as suggestcd by Cohen et ai (1979).

The purpose of our invostigation was twofold: (I) to

determine what the reader is expected to find in tho main

sections of research articles, and (2) to determino how tho

reader can recognize the statcmcnt of problems.

Corpus of Data

Six articles were randomly selected from tho journal

Psyehology Reports. Such choice was based on tho opinion oi our

informant which considorod it a significant journal in tho

field. Psyehology Reports is considored a general psyehology

journal which publishes all types of oxporimont reports

regardless of their nature (i. c, behavioral, transpersonaI or
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psychosynthesis). Thorefore, it is considered a journal which

is read by most psychologists.

The six articles selected were taken from Psyehology

Reports, January 1983 issue. No previous critoria had been

established before selcction except that the articles should

report experiments.

Proccdures

Each article was analyzed in order to answer the following

question: What is the reader oxpectcd to find in each of the

main sections of a rosoach article, i. o., Introduction,

Method, Resuits and Discussion Sections? The findings of each

article were later comparei to the others, and from such

comparison conelusions were drawn. The same proeedure above was

foilowed for detorniing how the reader can recognize stateinents

of problems.

DATA ANALYSIS

I — Text Organization

The data analysis showod that the reader can identify a

series of important infortnation within each of the sections

analyzed.

Introduction Section

The analysis of tho Introduction Section which is not

explicitly labcllod, showed that there aro at loast fivo main
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kinds of information that the reader can find when reading it.

They are: Reason for Studv. Past Research. Statement of ProbIem.

Purpose of Study and Hypotheses.

Tabte I: Information found in Introduction Section

ARTICLE

1

ARTICLE ARTICLE

3

ARTICLE

4

ARTICLE

5

ARTICLE

6

Reason for

Study

Reason for

Study

Reason for

Study

Reason for

Study

Reason for

Study

Reason for

Study

Past

Research

Past

Research

Past

Research

Past

Research

Past

Research

Statement

of Problem

Statement

of Prob1 em

Statement

of Problera

Statement

of Problem

Statcmcnt

of Prob loin

Statement

of Problem

Past

Research

Statement

of Purpose

Statement

of Purpose

Statcmcnt

of Purpose

Statement

of Purpose

Statement

of Purposi

Statement

of Purpose

Past

Research
llypothcsct

Statement

of Method

Statcmcnt

of Problcm

Information

on Subjects

Statement

of Purpose

In the first information which is given to tho reader, i.c.,

Reasons for Study, tho author states why such study is important

by making a general statement about tho object oi Study. for in

stance, "A relationship between violence and aicohol intoxication

lias been recognize! for conturios. Resoarchcs hovr estai» Iished

that over 50/£ of nnirderors have been drinking aicohol at tho

time of the crime" (llolcomb et ai 1953: 159); "there have been
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a substancial number of studies exsmining the effects of fear

erousing Communications on attitudes and behavior, and the

evidence for changes in seIf-reported anxiety foilowing a fear

appeal is well documented" (Watson et ai 1983: 139) or, "take

twoprototypical humorou» situations: hat blowing off in the

wind and person faliing down in the street. Eysenck did just

that in 1949, but his twelve exemples 'did not reveal a single

instance of laughter among the total of more than 100

passorsby'" (Sheppard 1983: 299). Such statements are foilowed

by the presentations of Past Research where the reader can

find related experiments in the field, a brief description of

their resuits, and furthermore, how they relate to the present

study. The foilowing exerpts serve to illustrate the Past

Research subsection: "Overall and Eiland (1982) subsequently

developed a general psychopathology screening scale (PSY) for

the MMPI-168 and Overall, Rhoades and Lloyd (In press) have

provided K-scale corrections and percentile norms for the five

factor scores and the PSY screening scale with refference to a

normal college population" (Lloyd et ai 1983: 47), "previous

studies (Bach et ai 1970, Felzen et ai 1970 & Freund et ai

1972) showed that younger chiIdren the acustic information and

orthogrufic attributes were dominant while for older chiIdren

the semantic and the verbal-associative attributes were

dominant" (Toyota 1983: 243).

From the revicw of the literature, the author presents

questions that were left unanswered, such questions form the

next subsection: Statement of Problems. Here the author states

that past research has left unanswered questiona which are

retaken by the author. E. g. "the assumptions underlying this

approach are that individuais reporting indecision either lack

knowledge about their personal preferences or lack information

about opportunities or both. Although this modeI works well
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for some students, ..., such indecision is a complex

multidimensional problem which requires distinctively more

diversa approaches than the normal model implies" (Hartman

1983: 95).

Finally, the introduction section is closed by the

presentation of the Statement of Purpose. Generally, it follows

the Statement of Problems. This provides the reader with the

information of what the author attempted to anawer or solve.

Therefore, the Statement of Purpose tells the reader what

motivated the project or what was done. E. g. "In this study

we examined the predictive validity of the Career Decision

Scale (Osipow et ai 1976) adapted with permission of the

scale's authors, for high school students to differentiate

between career-decided individuais and individuais who suffcr

from long-term indecision" (llartman et ai 1983: 95).

The four types of information above were found across the

six articles analyzed. However, in article #3, we found that

after the author presented the statement of purpose, he also

included a section where hc described which were his

hypotheses prior to the experiment (see Tablc l). As this was

not a pattern found across the six articles analized, it was

not included as part of the information the reader would bc

likely to find in the introduction section. However, this can

bc a consequence of the sample selected, so the statement of

hypotheses might occur in the introduction section.

Furthermore, by looking at Table I we observe that in article

2, tho inFormation on Past Research, Statement of Problera and

Statement of Purpose are recurrent. This may bc found in

articles in which the authors study a second issue within tho

same subject, therefore, they have to present information on

Past Research, etc, again.

The next article which calls attention in Table I is
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articlc #4. The authors of such article present information

in the introduction which would usually bc found in the next

section, i. o., a brief statement of the method for analysis

and a quite thorough description of the subjects' population.

Method Section

In this section we identified the foilowing information

as the most likely for the reader to find; information on

Subjects. Procedures and Materials (see Table 2). These are

usually subhoadinga to guide the reader.

Table 2 — Information found in Method Section

ARTICLE

1

ARTICLE

2

ARTICLE

3

ARTICLE

4

ARTICLE

5

ARTICLE

6

Subjects Subjects Subjects
Prcvious

Research

Subjects Subjects

Procedures Procedures Mat er ia 1s
9

(Procedures)
*

(Materi ais) Measure

frocedure s 1nforma-

t ion on

Control

Group

Procedures Proeedure s

" Indicates that those were not suhheadings but that the author

presented information on them.

In tho Subjects subheading, tho reader will find information

on who part iei p.it.ed in the research pro ject. Such information

will roport: the total number of subjects, tho number of

subjects por sex, the placo where subjects were found and, if
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necessary, the author may includc other information relevant

for the study, such as, averagc 10 scores, avcragc of

instruetion, or even information on the critcria for separating

the subjects into groups, etc.

In the Matcria Is subheading the author will identify which

instruments were used during the research project, hc will also

describe them. E. g. "heart rate was measured using Red Dot ECG

electrodes with a bi-polar placcmcnt on tho upper chost. Trace

output was recorded siinul taneous ly onto Kodak direct print

linagraph paper, using an EMI IIV osci Iloscopc" (Watson et ai

1983: 140).

In the final subheading, Procedures, the author will

describe which steps were takcn for collccting tho data. "Tho

subjects wcro tested individuaIly... Each slide was presented

suecessei ve ly for three seconda with one soe. intorst iinu lus

intervals..." (Toyota 1983: 244).

Table 2 indicates that the information abovc was found in

3 out of the 6 articles. However, we observe that there was

inconsistcncy for the presentation of that inforraation. for

instance, in article ff\ the author presented the information

on subjects and materiais, as wo have soou before, in tho

Introduction Section. In the Mot lio.ls Soct ion the author started

by presenting information on prcvious research which had used

the MMPI (object of tho study). Such information was foilowed

by a description of tho procedures. It is worthwhile to point

out that tho authors did not make use of suhheudings. I ina Ily,

the authors presented information on a control group and on a

different tost that were going to bo included in tho study to

compare resuits. Such inform.it ion should have been placed in

the subjects or materiais subhoadings.

The other article which calls attontion is article ffò

whose author called the material used for analysis (Career
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decision Scale) a measure, therefore, becoming a subheading.

Resu118 Seeti on

The resuits section was among all the sections analyzed,

the one which presented more regularity as far as the

information it is supposed to provido the reader with. In this

section the reader will find a Description of the Resuits.

generally in statistical form, and a brief EvaIuation of their

significancc. All articles analyzed revealed the same content

in this section, except for article 06 in which prior to

presenting the resuits, the author introduced a statement of

the hypotheses that had been expected before the experiment.

Discussion Section

In this section the foilowing information was common to

the articles analyzed: Interpretation of Resuits (IR), Contrast

with Past Research (CPR), Statement of Limitation (SL),

Statement of Application (SA) and Statement of Further Research

(SFR), although, some of these types of information were not

found in all the articles analyzed (see Table 3).

When the author presents the Interpretation of Resuits.

the reader will find information on the meaning of those resuits.

The presence of reference to Past Research in this section ai ms

at telling the reader how such resuits fit what other

researchers have done before. The author will contrast his

resuits to those of past research by pointing out similarities

or differences, so that the reader can have an idea of what is

new, in relation to what is being studied or not. "Wolfgang

(1958) argucd that aicohol at the scene of the crime enhanccd
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the viciousness of the killing. These resuits support his

conelusions and, in addition, suggest that multiple drug abuse

has the same effect but even to a greater degree" (Holcomb

1983:163).

After presenting the resuits and comparing them to past

research, the other type of information is the Statement of

Limitation. Here, the author mentions limitations either in the

method used for analysis which might have not revealed some of

the answers that were expected, e. g. "it is a Iiraitation of

this study that no foilow up data were obtained on subsequent

smoking behavior and attitudes" (Watson 1983: 144). The author

may also mention a limitation in the interpretation of resuits,

that is, the author might have reached a conclusion but because

he lacks more data to support his interpretation, he may allert

the reader to this fact, e. g. "nevertheless, some caution is

advised, since the effects where not found in both stimulus

series. It may be that particular images within each set were

responsible for this differences" (Sheppard 1983: 304).

Statements of Iiraitation also function as a point of

departure to suggcst further research. It is in the further

Research Statement that the author will mention the arcas which

still remained unanswered at the end of the analysis. "Future

research needs to Focus on comparing aicohol and drug use in

violent groups with matched control groups before causai

inferences can be made" (llolcomb et ai 1983:164). In some cases

such statement is used to reduce the strengths of the claims

made, e. g. "based on our findings we are encouraged about the

potential use of this scale in high school scttings. More

information is necessary before fully evaluating the instruracnt

..., but the initial indications are promising" (Hartraan et ai

1983:99).

Another type of information that the reader will find in
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the discussion section is a Statement of Application. Such

information will discuss the practical implications of tho

findings, or if the article focuses on a more thcoretical issue,

will discuss the way such resuits fit into a broadcr picture. E.

g. "These resuits suggest that factor-scorc profile patterns

may represent major diagnostic distinetions in simpler form

than the traditional clinical-score-profiIes" (Lloyd et ai

1983:53).

Table 3 shows that all the information presented above may

bc recurrent throughout the entirc Discussion section. This is

due to the presentation of interpretation of resuits in parts.

Therefore, for eaeh interpretation of resuits the author reports

past research, states limitations, etc if necessary. However,

we observe that authors have a tendency to restate what was

previously presented in the discussion section. There are

Restatement of Resuits (article /3), or of Method (article 04)

or even of Purpose (article 04 and 5).

Table 3: Information found in the Discussion Section

ARTICLE

1

ARTICLE

2

ARTICLE

3

ARTICLE

4

ARTICLE

5

ARTICLE

6

Restate

ment of

Group

D iv is ion

IR

Restate

ment of

Resuits

Restate

ment of

Method

Restate

ment of

Purpose

IR

SL CPR CPR IR SA

CPR CPR
Rstmt of

Variables

Rstmt of

Purpose
IR SA

IR SL
Rstmt of

Resuits
IR CPR fR

CPR IR Rstmt of

Hypotheses
CPR SA SL

SL CPR CPR SL fR

SA
Rstmt of

RosuIts
SI. SA

FR SL
Rstmt of

Resuits

SA fR

S/l
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•I — Lower Levei Organization

Statement of Problem

The statement of problera is expressed by the usage of

clauses of concession which express that the author accepts

what has been done before but that he sees a problera that is

still unresolved. Somctimes the problera is presented by way of

an implicit contrast between two sentenees. Tho author may also

present the problem by interpreting the meaning of provious

resuits, and from them present the problera through conditional

clauses which aim at making the reader realize that there are

still issues that need to bo analyzed.

By looking at some of the ways statements of problems are

expressed by different authors, one can have a good idea of

what these sentenees look like in tho text. In the first article,

for instance, tho author expresses tho problem by starting a

paragraph with the foilowing conccssivc elause: "In spite of

the liigh corro I.it ion between murder and consuinpt ion of aicohol

a singlo cause-and-effeet relationship cannot be substantiated

with our current data". Tho author then continues by presenting

another sentencc which wiII put the problem in a more

dist ingui sltablo form: "Although many serious crimes are committed

by men who are drinking, most men who drink do not commit

serious crimes and specially not houiicidc" (Holcomb et ai

1983:159).

The second article contains three different statements of

problems in tho introduction section. The first one is put in a

very straightfoward way: "What is not clear is tho oxtent to

which fear appo.i Is manipulute leveis of psychological responso."

The second problera is also easily identified because is preceded

by tho phraso 'a second issuo'. "A second issue concerns
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whether the extent of arousal bears any relationship to self-

reports of emotional state", and the third is "These issues are

complicated further by evidence that individual differences in

reporting erootional states appears to influence or are influenced

by the levei of arousal, although the mechanism is unclear".

(Watson et ai 1983:139-140).

In article 0Z the author prosenta the statcmcnt of

problems by making inferences from the resuits of previous

research which are stated as conditionul clauses, these make

the reader realize that more data is needed to come to

conelusions. "From these explanations of humor'a functions, it

would foilow that artificial and fantasy productions should

reduce one's ability to feeI superior and, as a result, would

affect the degree of humorous cnjoyracnt" (Sheppard 1983:52).

finally, the last forra which was used by an author to

state a problem was to contrast the past research resuits to

what happens in real life. From these two sentenees the reader

can identify that there is a problem which is being implicitly

stated through such contrast. "In all studies mentioned above

the to-bc-remembered words were presented singly but this

situation can bc regarded dissimilar to that in school learning.

In real life situations chiIdren have to process the semantic

attributes of words in sentenees" (Toyota 1983:243).

Di scussi on

Our analysis provided information which would be extremely

valuablc to teach reading skills to a very restricted but

important population, i. e., non-native speakers of English who

are in academic environmcnts, or who needed to read journal

articles for professional purposes.
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Although we did find some identifiable patterns in the

textual or formal organization of these articles, the number of

differences across articles was also surprising. Such

differences are surprising not because they exist per se, but

because they exist in articles which were taken from the same

journal. If the same number of articles had been taken from six

different journals, these differences would have been

explained. However, as such articles were taken from the same

journal, one should expect to find an editorial pattern among

them.

The identification of subsections within the main sections

of a research article can help the learner to form a pieture of

what a research article contains in terms of valuable

information which, in turn, will contributo for a total

comprchension of the issue being reported. In this caso the

access to such information will bo essencial for the reader to

evaluate criticaily the resuits reported by the author.

However, not only the learner, but also the teacher must

be awarc that the identification of patterns and their further

eatcgorization will not autoraatically mean that everything will

fit into what the pattern had predetormined. Widdowson (1975)

when discussing about communicative acts points out that

"description of use in torras of precise ruies may give an

inaceurate pieture of how people use language, ... because

cxactncss is not a featuro of normal communication" (: 12).

Although in written text, one does intend to Iind more

organization than in oral language, it seems worthwhile to

romember that there is not regularity in language and in

language uso.

As it has been pointod out tho process of coiiiprohendi ng a

text ia intoractivo, that is, when tho author writos, he

assumes that the reader sharos the same knowledge about tho
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strueture of what is being written. Therefore, the value of

providing students with the overall strueture of the text is

that such knowledge will diminish the gap between writer and

non-native reader.

Implicotions for Teaehing

Reading as an active process requires the reader to use a

number of special skills for succcssful resuits. Such skills

have to conform to the process of reading in which the reader

forms a preliminary expeetation about the material, then selects

the fewest, most produetivo cues necessary to confirm or reject

that expeetation. This is a sampling process in which the reader

takes advantages of his knowledge of vocabulary, syntax,

discourse and the real world. Providing students with practice

in these skills and liei ping them with consistent strategies to

meet such skills should bo the focus of a reading program.

Now that we have approximatcd the reader to the writer by

filling the gap between them as far as 'conceptuaIly preparing

the readers to the world of the writer', we have to consider

what the other áreas that need to be 'attacked' are.

Since the population that will road research articles is a

very specific one, assuming that what they need is to improve

their reading skills in reading research articles, the elassroom

activities should be as closoly as possible to the real world.

Therefore, the best materiais to use should bo research articles.

The skills that should bo dovelopod aro: (I) scanning, (2)

skimming, (3) reading For thorough comprohension, and (4)

criticai reading.

Tho four main sections of a research article can bo

approachcd differently, at first, for tho development of
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reading skills. For skimming purposes, the best part of the

article to work with is the Introduction Section. It is there

that the reader will find information on "what is this article

about?" and/or on "Is the author for or against X's past

research?" etc. The Resuits Section is ideal for scanning

purposes because it contains a number of facts (significant vs

non-significant resuits) and figures. The Method and Discussion

Section can be used for developing 'thorough comprehension

skills' through questiona like "How was the experiment

condueted?" or "What were the findings of this study?". The

Discussion Section suits itself for the developing of criticai

reading, since it is there that tho reader will find claims,

conelusions and the author's point of view.

furthermore, asking the reader to try to identify

Statements of Problem, Limitat ions, Appli cat ions etc, will help

them to quickly identify important arcas in the article with

minimum use of a detailod reading to obtain inaxiinura information.

Conclusion

The presentation of background information on tho

organization of a text prior to roquiring the learner to

perform tasks is, therefore, of extreme importance. The

knowledge of a textual or formal organization of text

(Schemata) will help the reader find the information he needs.

If, on the other hand, no background information is provided

in advance, the reading tasks may become frustr.it ing, and

consequently, it may demotivato tho learners. As stated before

the gap between the writer and tho reader has to bo li Iled

before the reading task begins. This wiII ensure that tho

reading process will bo moaningful, in the sonso that the
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reader wiII be sharing the same background information

(Schemata) which the writer assumes the reader has.

Finally, by developing reading skills through activities

which have to do with the learner's real world, and which are

structured in a way to make their learning more productivc, the

only expectcd and natural result is,. obviously, to have better

reoders.
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